
unpacking

analyzing an interview



analysis

long, thorough method



one color per participant, take notes with a sharpie
write down snippets of everything













analysis short-cut

journey map method





visual interpretation of 
the full story of an 
experience from an 
individual’s perspective



doing
thinking
feeling



person: 
start & end:

emotion:

behaviors:
thoughts:

touchpoints:



needs, goals, thoughts & feelings
timeline (e.g.1 wk or year) or phases
effect of each step on feelings

actions, interactions
why are they doing this?

where (work, home, web, interpersonal)





basic elements



moments of truth: 
supporting characters:

paint points:




key turning points, good or bad 
others involved
questions & issues






optional elements



Person

PhasesEmotion

Touchpoints /Characters

Behaviors / 
Thoughts

Thoughts of 
another team



Person

Phases

Behaviors / 
Thoughts

Pain points

Emotion

Touchpoints



Person

Phases

Emotion

Touchpoints Missing!

Behaviors

Pain points & Behaviors

Thought
s



Person

Phases

Thought
s

Behaviors

Touchpoints, supporting 
characters

Emotion



Person

Phases

Workflow

Touchpoints

Behaviors

Thoughts/"
Pain points No emotions





can you see the opportunity?



Student examples









current map
vs. 

future map?





how do you do it?



try to understand the timeline of the story from many 
angles



person

touchpoints (optional: supporting characters)

emotion (feel)

behaviors (do)

start & end (phases or timeline)

Yay!

Uh-oh!

painpoints (think)

Opportunity
Key 

Point









sketch ways to highlights insights



repeat, compare, pull out needs



you do it
1.  Get together with your group and start using the journey map 

process to analyze one of your interviews. "


2.  You can grab large white boards from the d.school to keep 
your work. (We have also brought large white post-it sheets)."


3.  At the end of class, each group will report out some learnings 
so far…"


4.  Wednesday, we will discuss Needs and How Might We 
Questions in more detail


